
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: "Sullivan, Thomas (ACF)" <thomas.sullivan@acf.hhs.gov> 
Date: September 25, 2013, 11:51:42 AM CDT 
To: "Mcmullen, Marrianne (ACF)" <Marrianne.McMullen@acf.hhs.gov>, 
"Kennerson, Marilyn (ACF)" <marilyn.kennerson@acf.hhs.gov> 
Cc: "Murray, James (ACF)" <james.murray@acf.hhs.gov> 
Subject: RE: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
 
Marianne: 
 
For the last 18 months during each of our state team meetings we have asked 
program managers if there are any issues arising in the their areas and have 
received nothing to suggest anything was amiss. 
 
Sixteen months, on May 16, 2012, I sent the attached six page email to Acting 
Assistant Secretary Sheldon, Ms. Dawson, Ms. Sparks, Mr. Samuels and Mr. 
Greenberg with a copy to Ms. Kennerson. This email details who attended the 
two tribal listening sessions convened in Billings and Great Falls, Montana during 
the prior week and provides summary statements of what was said by those in 
attendance. 21 of the 37 statements from tribal attendees at those listening 
sessions and written down in that email are directly relevant to the problems 
identified in the email exchange you attached with your query this morning. It is 
possible, I assume, that no one in leadership read that email when they received 
it from me or that they read it and promptly forgot it. Perhaps the attachment will 
refresh everyone's memory. 
 
The meeting I was unable to attend in Great Falls, MT, last week because Mr. 
Murray approved my travel too late (less than two hours before scheduled takeoff 
even though it had been in his in-box for six days with several email reminders it 
was there), was one of the follow-on meetings to the meetings I reported on in 
my May 16, 2012 email. 
 
When the Acting Assistant Secretary was here on October 11, 2012, I told him 
that I was hearing increasing anecdotal reports of tribal kids being trafficked into 
the oilfield man camps in western North Dakota and Eastern Montana. He 
seemed more interested in convincing me that things were fine at Spirit Lake 
than in hearing these reports. 
 
I am now just a few weeks away from beginning my tenth year of attempting to 
have my agency and my department seriously address the epidemic of child 
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sexual abuse/statutory rape and child and youthful suicides on the Fort Peck 
Reservation in northeastern Montana. When I travelled to Fort Peck in 
November, 2004, the staff of their Domestic Violence Resource Center had been 
investigating every reported case of child sexual abuse/statutory rape for ten 
years and had, during that period confirmed, on average, two cases of child 
sexual abuse/statutory rape for every week during that ten year period. In the last 
9+ years, I understand, there has been no improvement in these data. As the 
Director of that Family Violence Resource Center wrote in an email  a few years 
ago, "The sexual abuse of a child is and always will be a crisis, the children suffer 
the rest of their lives". While the stories coming out of the trafficking community 
may be "horrendous" as one of your attached emails states, how should one 
characterize 19 years of data summarizing the investigation of every reported 
case of child sexual abuse/statutory rape and confirming, on average, two cases 
per week for every one of those 19 years? 
 
From where I sit, I have seen little effort expended to assist the good people of 
Fort Peck. I have seen significant efforts to silence me from those in leadership, 
to threaten my continued employment and otherwise to make my life miserable. 
When the Acting Assistant Secretary was here in October, 2012, I described 
these efforts to him. He asked me to provide him copies of the relevant 
documents and that he would get back to me "shortly". I provided those 
documents both in hard copy by FEDEX as well as electronically. I am still 
awaiting his response almost a year later. In subsequent actions he has further 
restricted my ability to respond to the epidemics of child sexual abuse, child and 
youthful suicide and the trafficking of young children into the sex trade. I am 
excluded from meetings convened, supposedly, to develop solutions to the 
problems my sources and I have identified. Since no one wants to tell me who 
participates in these meetings or to provide meeting minutes,  I can only assume 
these are meetings convened to satisfy public opinion, accomplishing little 
substantive for those women and children who are being raped and abused.  
 
Thomas F. Sullivan 
Regional Administrator, ACF, Denver 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mcmullen, Marrianne (ACF)  
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:55 AM 
To: Sullivan, Thomas (ACF); Kennerson, Marilyn (ACF) 
Cc: Murray, James (ACF) 
Subject: Fw: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Good morning: can you let me know if regional staff, IORA or program, have 
been involved in responding to the issues described below? 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
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From: Greenberg, Mark (ACF) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 07:36 PM 
To: Chang, Joo Yeun (ACF/ACYF); Bentley, William; Chon, Katherine (ACF); 
Sparks, Lillian (ACF); Mcmullen, Marrianne (ACF) 
Cc: Kelley, Marylouise (ACF); McCauley, Mike (ACF); Sutton, Alicia (ACF) 
Subject: FW: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
All --- Marylouise had flagged for me on Monday the set of issues arising in the 
oil boom areas of North Dakota/Montana.  In following up, I've exchanged notes 
with Katherine re this, and spoke today with Allison Randall at DOJ.  Allison 
indicates that DOJ has organized a somewhat ad hoc group of federal agency 
reps to talk about issues arising --- she indicated that particularly significant ones 
were relating to domestic violence, substance abuse/mental health, child welfare, 
and housing.  I asked her to forward me the notice of their next call, and said I'd 
forward it to colleagues here.  I'd think it'd be good if after the call we either 
exchange notes or meet to talk about what might be the most appropriate role(s) 
for ACF re this.   
 
Mark Greenberg 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy 
Administration for Children and Families 
901 D St SW, Washington, DC 20447 
ph: (202) 401-1822 
mark.greenberg@acf.hhs.gov 
www.acf.hhs.gov 
________________________________________ 
From: Kelley, Marylouise (ACF) 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Greenberg, Mark (ACF) 
Subject: FW: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Mark, 
Here is some background information on the concerns about the oil boom in rural 
MT/ND that I mentioned at the meeting this afternoon. Sabrina Matoff-Stepp, 
Director of the Office on Women's Health at HRSA brought the issue to the 
attention of Tom Morris;Tom in turn placed the issue on the agenda of the WH 
Rural Health Council. 
 
Allison Randall, Chief of Staff at the Office on Violence Against Women has been 
instrumental in sharing information on the situation with federal colleagues. She 
provided the attached background stats on the issue for your information but 
asked that they not be shared with others at this time (the attached seems to be 
from a research solicitation that is in development). 
 
We conducted a site visit earlier this month with our ND Coalition and programs 
and confirmed the serious impact that the population boom is having on our 
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programs/services.  We will continue to coordinate with OVW concerning 
responses and support for domestic violence service providers.  But the 
concerns go well beyond domestic and sexual violence and include health, 
housing, and basic resources. Given that the problem seems to be getting 
significant interagency attention, including the Policy Council, and has 
implications across several ACF program areas, just wanted to loop in ACF. 
Marylouise 
 
 
 
Marylouise Kelley, PhD., Director 
Family Violence Prevention & Services Program Family & Youth Services Bureau 
Administration for Children and Families U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services 
1250 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 8216 
Washington DC  20024 
marylouise.kelley@acf.hhs.gov 
202-401-5756 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA) [mailto:SMatoff-Stepp@hrsa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Kelley, Marylouise (ACF) 
Subject: RE: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Thanks, Marylouise.  Do you have a minute to talk this morning before 10 am? 
301-443-8664.  Thanks. 
Sabrina 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Kelley, Marylouise (ACF) 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 8:07 AM 
To: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA); Lee, Nancy C. (HHS/OASH) 
Cc: AsheGoins, Frances E (HHS/OASH); Fields, Kendra (ACF); Yannelli, Angela 
(ACF) 
Subject: RE: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Sabrina, 
We've been involved in the briefing calls and sent a team (Ken Noyes and 
Angela Yannelli) to conduct a site visit in ND where they came back and reported 
on the impact on our programs - basically programs have been overrun ever 
since the population boom in the last couple of years.  The stories are 
horrendous, as you have heard, and Tribal populations are extremely vulnerable. 
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I think the Coalitions would be an important stakeholder at the table - they have 
information on programs throughout the state.  As for TA providers, I think a good 
assessment of priority needs should dictate that. From what I am hearing 
housing, mental health, sexual assault services, DV services, criminal justice 
responses are all lacking.  So resources in addition to T&TA will be needed. 
 Futures could help shore up the health response.  But, other DV resource 
centers, such as the National Center on DV, Trauma and Mental Health, and the 
sexual asault TA providers supported by OVW are needed as well.  I would like 
to coordinate any TA efforts with OVW. 
 
We will be glad to work with you going forward.  I've copied Angela and Ken in 
case you want to reach out to them for more information from their site visit. 
Marylouise 
________________________________________ 
From: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA) [SMatoff-Stepp@hrsa.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 12:34 PM 
To: Lee, Nancy C. (HHS/OASH); Kelley, Marylouise (ACF) 
Cc: AsheGoins, Frances E (HHS/OASH) 
Subject: FW: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Hi Nancy and Marylouise, 
Are you aware of the White House Rural Health Council's meeting this coming 
Wednesday and the mental health/DV crisis topic on the agenda? 
HRSA's Office of Rural Health Policy is a key player on this Council, and they are 
asking me to participate in the "brainstorming" session.   I think the issues are 
huge and require a coordinated approach, but there is no coordinated 
infrastructure in the Bakken oil region of ND.   In the interim, from your 
perspectives, what are the best options?   I know there are Montana and North 
Dakota State DV coalitions, and Futures without Violence may (?) be able to 
consult.    Health centers in these areas are sparse and don't have trauma 
informed training.    HRSA-SAMHSA has a Center on Integrated Behavioral 
Health but this assumes there is infrastructure to begin with. 
 
Would appreciate your insights here.   Thanks much! 
Sabrina 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Rafiullah, Sahira (HRSA) 
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 10:35 PM 
To: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA); Blake, Mary (SAMHSA/CMHS) 
Subject: Re: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana Thanks Sabrina, 
 I will find out if Allison from DOJ is coming but we still hope the health side could 
be covered by us.  This will be an info. Sharing and brainstorming session so 
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your participation would be most helpful. 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA) 
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 05:23 PM 
To: Rafiullah, Sahira (HRSA); Blake, Mary (SAMHSA/CMHS) 
Subject: RE: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Hi Sahi and Mary, 
Thank you for keeping me in the loop.  I'm glad the challenges of the North 
Dakota and Montana population influx and the need for mental health services 
and domestic violence intervention services, among other high priority issues,  is 
getting attention at the White House Rural Council. 
 
As you both know, I've heard about the problems in these rural communities 
through the Department of Justice's Office of Violence Against Women (OVW). 
 OVW Acting Director Bea Hanson, Deputy Director for Tribal Affairs Lorraine 
Edmo, and Chief of Staff Allison Randall were in North Dakota from July 8 to July 
12, 2013 and have the most firsthand knowledge of the plight of the community. 
Last Wednesday, September 18,  Allison Randall pulled together multiple 
Department representatives to talk about what is happening and the need to 
figure out  some kind of response from Fed, state, and local resources.   I 
listened in on the call and took some notes, which I would be glad to share with 
you. To the best of my knowledge, there is still a lot that is unknown. 
 
I think having Allison Randall at the meeting would be your strongest voice, given 
they have the most knowledge of the situation.  I'm not sure who the official DoJ 
rep is to the WHRC, but perhaps this person can be contacted about having 
Allison with him/her?   Allison's email is below.  I'm not sure I can add anything 
different at this point until decisions are made at higher levels about putting into 
place short term crisis and longer term infrastructure, and the official role that 
HHS is going to play. 
 
thanks. 
Sabrina Matoff-Stepp 
HRSA OWH 
 
 
OVW -----Original Message----- 
From: Rafiullah, Sahira (HRSA) 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: Blake, Mary (SAMHSA/CMHS) 
Cc: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA) 
Subject: FW: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Good afternoon, 
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Tom Morris, Associate Administrator, Federal Office of Rural Health Policy is the 
HHS staff lead for the White House Rural Council (WHRC).  Because he will be 
on travel next week and has asked me to attend a WHRC work group meeting 
next Wednesday.  (Wednesday, September 25 from 1:30pm to 2:30pm in EEOB 
476).  The discussion will focus 1) on developing a large, multi-agency 
partnership to support energy-generator distribution and, 2) following up on Rural 
Council efforts in the Bakken oil region in North Dakota.   Tom suggested that 
you might be a good addition to this meeting given your work on the Women and 
Trauma committee. 
 
I have also reached out to the Sabrina Mattoff-Stepp, HRSA's Director, Office of 
Women's Health, in the hope that she will be able to attend, as well.  If you are 
able to go I need to hear back from you by Monday afternoon and will need you 
to complete the attached form for WH security. 
 
I hope you will be able to!  Feel free to call me if you have any questions or need 
further information. 
 
-- Sahira Rafiullah, MPA 
Deputy Associate Administrator 
Federal Office of Rural Health Policy 
Parklawn Room 5A-05 
301-443-7095 
 
Follow HRSA on Twitter: @HRSAgov 
Questions about the ACA?  Send them to ORHP-ACAQuestions@hrsa.gov! 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Matoff-Stepp, Sabrina (HRSA) 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 6:37 PM 
To: Morris, Tom (HRSA); Rafiullah, Sahira (HRSA) 
Cc: Kindermann, Anna (HRSA) 
Subject: Service needs in rural North Dakota and Montana 
 
Hi Tom and Sahi, 
 
The below information regarding the crisis in western North Dakota and eastern 
Montana was brought to our attention by our colleagues at the Office of Violence 
Against Women  in the Department of Justice. I thought you should be aware 
given these are rural areas of the country. Perhaps any sites (via their POs) in 
the area should be alerted in particular to the trauma/violence spike in these 
areas.  In addition, the breadth of the service needs may be something the state 
offices of rural health in North Dakota and  Montana could assist with?  I am sure 
there may be other options you may have in mind too. 
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Thanks 
Sabrina 
 
 
 
 
From: Randall, Allison (OVW) [mailto:Allison.Randall@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Boyer, Carol - ODEP; Kindermann, Anna (HRSA); Backes, Bethany (OJP); 
'Colanda.Cato@tma.osd.mil'; Ivkovich, Laura (OJP); White-Young, Linda 
(SAMHSA/CSAT); 'Mdefraites@ondcp.eop.gov'; 'Melvina.Thornton@osd.mil'; 
Hoersch, Michelle (HHS/OASH); 'Suzanne.Holroyd@wso.whs.mil'; 
'Tenly.pau@samhsa.hhs.gov'; Mitchell, Winnie (SAMHSA/OPPI); 'Abnathy, Carol 
- ETA'; 'Allen, Susan - OASAM HRC'; 'Atchison, Francheska T - VETS'; Hanson, 
Bea (OVW); Birge, Eve (OVW); Blachman-Demner, Dara (OJP); 'Button, 
Christopher - ODEP'; 'Cara.Krulewitch@ha.osd.mil'; 'Caroline Crocoll'; 'Carter, 
Lakisa - VETS'; 'Cassandra.Shoffler@ed.gov'; Pierce, Catherine (OJP); Mullican, 
Charlotte A. (AHRQ); Carroll, Christopher D. (SAMHSA/OPPI); 
'CKuric@peacecorps.gov'; 'Cynthia_A._Caporizzo@ONDCP.EOP.gov'; 'Ed 
Hobson'; James, Edna (ACF); 'Fenner, Kenneth - VETS '; 'Firestone, Amy - 
OSHA'; Randolph, Fran (SAMHSA/CMHS); 'Fran Zandi'; 'Frances Ashe-Goines'; 
'Furia, Karen - WB'; Gaskin-Laniyan, Nicole (SAMHSA/CMHS); 'Gentry, Lisa - 
OSHA'; 'Heidi.Kar@va.gov'; 'heidilarykar@gmail.com'; 'Holmes, Mikki - OSHA'; 
'SigmonJN@state.gov'; 'janet.l.hawkins.mil@mail.mil'; Jones, Dionne (NIH/NIDA) 
[E]; O'Leary, Kathleen (NIH/NIMH) [E]; Power, Kathryn A. (SAMHSA); 
'katherine.robertson@osd.mil'; Konkel, Kimberly (OS/CFBCI); 
'kmorris@peacecorps.gov'; McGee, Leah (SAMHSA/CMHS); Begg, Lisa 
(NIH/OD) [E]; 'Lisa R. Coffman'; Loder, Amy (OVW); De Boinville, Madeleine 
(HHS/ASPE); 'maritza.sayle-walker@wso.whs.mil'; Atlas-Terry, Mary (OJP); 
Blake, Mary (SAMHSA/CMHS); Kelley, Marylouise (ACF); 'Matthew Mishkind'; 
'Maureen Buell'; Gleason, Michelle F. (SAMHSA/CMHS); Rice, Morrisa (HRSA); 
Fischer, Pamela (SAMHSA/CMHS); 'Patrick_R._Schmidt@ONDCP.EOP.GOV'; 
'Robert Ireland'; 'Ruggles, Janice - OASAM BOC'; Noursi, Samia (NIH/NIDA) [E]; 
'Sandra Battle'; 'Sandra.Bennett-Pagan@hhs.gov'; Afayee, Sara (SAMHSA); 
'Phyllis.Scattergood@ed.gov'; 'Sharon.Burton@ed.gov'; Dawson, Shawndell 
(ACF); Williams, Shena (ACF); Rapp, Stephanie (OJP); 'Susan McCutcheon'; 
Lewis-johnson, Tamara (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Cavanaugh, Tarsha (HRSA); 'Thal, 
Adrienne - ODEP'; 'Thompson, Tonya - WB'; 'tlawler@peacecorps.gov'; 'Town, 
Maria M - ODEP'; 'Valerie Edwards'; 'Voight, Janet D - ODEP'; 'Walstedt, Jane - 
WB'; 'wanda.l.finch.mil@mail.mil'; 'Akblanch@aol.com'; 'ssalasin@gmail.com'; 
Auterman, Brenda (OVW) 
Subject: RE: Women & Trauma Committee Meeting 
 
Hi Women and Trauma Committee colleagues!  I am writing to let you know that 
OVW is hosting a short series of interagency briefings and discussions about the 
crisis in the western North Dakota and eastern Montana.  If you haven't heard 
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about this, there was a sudden population boom due to oil drilling in the Baaken 
area.  This is an extremely rural area with little infrastructure and few resources, 
so the huge population boom (comprised primarily of young, unattached men) 
rapidly exhausted the ability of local and tribal governments and service 
providers.  Crime has skyrocketed, particularly sexual assault and domestic 
violence.  Trafficking, drug addition, child abuse and neglect, homelessness, 
mental health issues, and other problems have also escalated.  Mental health 
and substance abuse services were the second-most requested interventions 
when OVW conducted a site visit.  (Housing was the most requested.) 
 
There are multiple ways that trauma is impacting the communities.  For example, 
many of the oil workers are veterans who may have PTSD, and this may be 
exacerbating the substance abuse and violence.  Women in the community are 
afraid to leave their houses alone and there are no mental health services for 
women who have been raped and abused.  Actually, there are almost no 
services of any kind - no shelter, no sexual assault forensic exams, no legal 
assistance, etc. 
 
Because of this connection, we thought Women and Trauma Committee 
members might be interested.  Brenda Auterman in our office is going to send 
you all an invitation to our next meeting.  You'll first get a doodle pool asking 
about your availability.  If you're not interested, just let us know and we'll take you 
off the list. 
 
The meetings will feature briefings from people on the ground in the Baaken area 
- service providers, tribal leaders, law enforcement, etc. - so you can get 
accurate information and decide if your program or agency is interested in taking 
action.  We're also sharing information between agencies so we can coordinate 
our responses.  OVW is planning to make several investments in the community, 
but we can only address a small part of the problem.  The crying need for 
trauma-related interventions is something we can't handle alone. 
 
There's no pressure for you to take any particular action and we're not trying to 
create a specific interagency response or create a committee or a strategic plan. 
 We were shocked by what we saw and wanted to share this information with our 
colleagues.  We're excited by the response thus far and I think each of our 
agencies can make a real difference in the area. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Allison 
 
 
Allison Randall, Chief of Staff 
Office on Violence Against Women 
U.S. Department of Justice 
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202-532-4548 
allison.randall@usdoj.gov<mailto:allison.randall@usdoj.gov> 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Appointment----- 
From: Boyer, Carol - ODEP [mailto:Boyer.Carol@dol.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: AKindermann@hrsa.gov<mailto:AKindermann@hrsa.gov>; Backes, Bethany 
(OJP);Colanda.Cato@tma.osd.mil<mailto:Colanda.Cato@tma.osd.mil>; Ivkovich, 
Laura (OJP); linda.white-young@samhsa.hhs.gov<mailto:linda.white-
young@samhsa.hhs.gov>;Mdefraites@ondcp.eop.gov<mailto:Mdefraites@ondc
p.eop.gov>;Melvina.Thornton@osd.mil<mailto:Melvina.Thornton@osd.mil>;mich
elle.hoersch@hhs.gov<mailto:michelle.hoersch@hhs.gov>;Suzanne.Holroyd@w
so.whs.mil<mailto:Suzanne.Holroyd@wso.whs.mil>;Tenly.pau@samhsa.hhs.gov
<mailto:Tenly.pau@samhsa.hhs.gov>;winnie.mitchell@samhsa.hhs.gov<mailto:
winnie.mitchell@samhsa.hhs.gov>; Abnathy, Carol - ETA; Allen, Susan - 
OASAM HRC; Randall, Allison (OVW); Atchison, Francheska T - VETS; Hanson, 
Bea (OVW); Birge, Eve (OVW); Blachman-Demner, Dara (OJP); Button, 
Christopher - 
ODEP;Cara.Krulewitch@ha.osd.mil<mailto:Cara.Krulewitch@ha.osd.mil>; 
Caroline Crocoll; Carter, Lakisa - 
VETS;Cassandra.Shoffler@ed.gov<mailto:Cassandra.Shoffler@ed.gov>; Pierce, 
Catherine (OJP); Charlotte Mullican; Christopher Carroll; 
CKuric@peacecorps.gov<mailto:CKuric@peacecorps.gov>; 
Cynthia_A._Caporizzo@ONDCP.EOP.gov<mailto:Cynthia_A._Caporizzo@OND
CP.EOP.gov>; Ed Hobson; Edna James; Fenner, Kenneth - VETS ; Firestone, 
Amy - OSHA; Fran Randolph; Fran Zandi; Frances Ashe-Goines; Furia, Karen - 
WB; Gaskin-Laniyan, Nicole (SAMHSA/CMHS); Gentry, Lisa - 
OSHA;Heidi.Kar@va.gov<mailto:Heidi.Kar@va.gov>; 
heidilarykar@gmail.com<mailto:heidilarykar@gmail.com>; Holmes, Mikki - 
OSHA; 
SigmonJN@state.gov<mailto:SigmonJN@state.gov>;janet.l.hawkins.mil@mail.m
il<mailto:janet.l.hawkins.mil@mail.mil>; Jones, Dionne (NIH/NIDA) 
[E];olearyk@mail.nih.gov<mailto:olearyk@mail.nih.gov>; Kathryn 
Power;katherine.robertson@osd.mil<mailto:katherine.robertson@osd.mil>; 
Konkel, Kimberly 
(OS/CFBNP);kmorris@peacecorps.gov<mailto:kmorris@peacecorps.gov>; Leah 
McGee;BeggL@OD.NIH.GOV<mailto:BeggL@OD.NIH.GOV>; Lisa R. Coffman; 
Loder, Amy 
(OVW);Madeleine.deBoinville@hhs.gov<mailto:Madeleine.deBoinville@hhs.gov>
; maritza.sayle-walker@wso.whs.mil<mailto:maritza.sayle-walker@wso.whs.mil>; 
Atlas-Terry, Mary (OJP); Mary Blake; Marylouise Kelley; Matthew Mishkind; 
Maureen Buell; Michelle Gleason;mrice@hrsa.gov<mailto:mrice@hrsa.gov>; 
Pam Fischer; 
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Patrick_R._Schmidt@ONDCP.EOP.GOV<mailto:Patrick_R._Schmidt@ONDCP.
EOP.GOV>; Robert Ireland; Ruggles, Janice - OASAM BOC; 
snoursi@nida.nih.gov<mailto:snoursi@nida.nih.gov>; Sandra 
Battle;Sandra.Bennett-Pagan@hhs.gov<mailto:Sandra.Bennett-
Pagan@hhs.gov>;sara.afayee@samhsa.hhs.gov<mailto:sara.afayee@samhsa.h
hs.gov>;Phyllis.Scattergood@ed.gov<mailto:Phyllis.Scattergood@ed.gov>;Shar
on.Burton@ed.gov<mailto:Sharon.Burton@ed.gov>;Shawndell.Dawson@ACF.h
hs.gov<mailto:Shawndell.Dawson@ACF.hhs.gov>; Shena Williams; Rapp, 
Stephanie (OJP); Susan McCutcheon; 
lewisjohnsont@niaid.nih.gov<mailto:lewisjohnsont@niaid.nih.gov>;tcavanaugh@
hrsa.gov<mailto:tcavanaugh@hrsa.gov>; Thal, Adrienne - ODEP; Thompson, 
Tonya - WB;tlawler@peacecorps.gov<mailto:tlawler@peacecorps.gov>; Town, 
Maria M - ODEP; Valerie Edwards; Voight, Janet D - ODEP; Walstedt, Jane - 
WB; 
wanda.l.finch.mil@mail.mil<mailto:wanda.l.finch.mil@mail.mil>;Akblanch@aol.co
m<mailto:Akblanch@aol.com>; 
ssalasin@gmail.com<mailto:ssalasin@gmail.com>; Boyer, Carol - ODEP; 
Auterman, Brenda (OVW) 
Subject: Women & Trauma Committee Meeting 
When: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern 
Time (US & Canada). 
Where: DOL/ODEP Conference Rm. A, 200 Consitution Ave. NW, WDC 20210 
OR via Conference Line: 866-748-3813 Access Code: 7555477# (Leader Code: 
1669054#) 
 
 
Agenda will follow sometime before the meeting from Mary Blake. 
 
I'll be in San Diego for the 18th International Violence, Trauma & Abuse 
conference and I'll get to meet Samia Noursi.  I'll be calling into the meeting. 
Mary Blake will lead the meeting from the DOL/ODEP conference room. 
 
LAST CALL TODAY even though the deadline was last Friday for any EDITS to 
the Report 2 from our Committee. Thanks to all the agency POCs that reviewed 
the report and provided either no edits were needed or provided edits by the 
deadline. 
 
Carol 
 
 


